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The Why that makes Questioning an Essential Skill
Why students fear asking them
How to help them overcome their fear
Neuroscience around why questions are powerful
When and how to ask powerful questions

Introduction
Covid pointed out that there is a need for a paradigm shift in education. The 19th century
methods worked for a long time, but did not serve children well while transitioning to online learning.

A Call for a New Paradigm Shift in Education
Past Paradigm Shifts
In the 1800’s the education was focused on reading, writing, and arithmetic. Not
everyone went to college. Some schools explored geography.
In the 1900’s a shift included sciences were added to the curriculum and later music
and arts were added.
In my 60 plus years in education as a student and teacher, I have seen many paradigm
shifts. The last big one happened in the 1970’s when education became test driven. There
was also a shift in the belief that every child should go to college and we began seeing a
disappearance of needed technical and trade schools. Parents were adopting the belief
that no one could be successful without a college degree. At the time, it seemed to be
correct. But, over the years more and more students were filling the colleges, some not
finishing, while others received multiple degrees. The pressure of such programs have left
a large population of students with huge debt, depression, anxiety, and not the jobs they
once promised f they went to the “right college.” I still hear parents saying, “My child
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picked the college that had a reputation of getting a job out of school.” I had that
guarantee in 1971, but the colleges didn’t anticipate a flood of teachers for each job
available. So my guarantee of getting hired as soon as I finished student teaching resulted
in me being one of a 1000 applicants for every available job. Luckily, I got a job, but
thousands of my peers did not.
The focus of early education shifted over 30 years ago with the hopes of excelling the
very young children. It mored to an academic curriculum driven by test scores. The
hope was to get children an edge over the competition and “prepare them for college.”
The academic early childhood programs robbed children of the developmental activities
once experienced in all pre-K and kindergarten programs. Parents began feeling the
pressure to get their children into the “right preschool” and were signing up their new
borns to assure their child a place with promises of getting their children ahead. My
question was ahead of what? These children missed playing in the sandbox or building
with blocks. It robbed them of the physical experiences that could later be accessed
during engineering or physics classes. One of the basic physics lessons is best understood
by throwing a football or rolling down a hill. The imaginative play was lost along with
the many activities that stimulated children’s sensory systems that are necessary for
healthy brain development.
As a third grade teacher, it took four years for me to see the negative impact of shifting
from a developmental program to an academic one. The children entering my classroom
prior to the shift were excited about the new phase in their lives. They were ready to
learn. Not everyone was ready for reading at the same level, so we leveled our reading
program.
After the transition to academic, I began witnessing students coming in with negative
feelings about their math and reading abilities. They had been receiving material that
their brains weren’t prepared to understand and it made them feel inadequate. When
asked when they decided they weren’t good a subject, I was given the same answer, “In
preschool or kindergarten.” Their reasons varied, but all pointed to receiving material
before they were ready. The negative impact on a generation of students has taken 30
years to fully manifest.
I left public education to work in a school of a true visionary when the push to evaluate
instruction was strictly based on over testing of children. The founder focused on the
developmental needs of the children. She attracted other visionaries. One such visionary
was Mary Karaba. Her Outdoor Education program helped young children’s minds grow
as they interacted with nature in a multi-sensory way. I also was given the opportunity to
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develop a program that promoted critical thinking and training in valuable life skills that
served our students exceptionally well. Tests were used merely as a tool for teaching
skills, and failure was a part of the process. We only did a standardized test once a year to
meet the state requirements. Our children were striving and thriving above all schools.
Another glaring issue that was magnified by Covid was the paradigm shift to exposure
to material. The belief was that children needed exposure to all concepts each year and
teachers were instructed to be on as specific lesson on a specific day even if the children
were not ready for it. Teachers were moving too fast for most children. Covid
demonstrated we were moving too fast. To maximize student potential, we have to slow
down.
The last big paradigm shift has been technology influenced. I am a firm believer in
mindful use of technology, but not for children’s play. Covid proved that we need to get
children off devices if we want them to thrive in the 21st Century. The challenges our
children will face will happen so fast that the answer won’t be on Google. The true
thrivers of the future will know how to access their innate abilities to be the ones that
come up with the solutions.
According to Leonard Mlodinow in his book Elastic, he explains how devices have
robbed us of the ability to tap into elastic (creative) thinking. This type of thinking results
in innovations such as Space X or Tesla. It emanates from unfocused minds. A relaxed
mind explores novel ideas; an occupied mind searches for the most familiar ideas, which
are usually the least interesting.” He points out, “The technological advancements that
makes elastic thinking ever more essential also makes it less likely that we’ll engage in it.
So we are to exercise the elastic thinking that is demanded by our fast paced times, we
have to fight the constant intrusions and find islands of time during which we can
unplug.”
With the push to cover more material, we have over burdened our children with hours of
homework, which has left little time to rest the mind. Tired brains do not sleep well.
Schools need to allow for time to process the material offered to their students and allow
them time to ponder questions related to new information.
We need to take the advice of Leonardo DeVinci, “The greatest geniuses sometimes
accomplish more when they work less.” We need to help children tap into their ability by
giving them time to stare out a window or take nature walks.” Some of my most creative
ideas come when I am driving down the road. The students who would get frustrated
with writing assignments would often come back from a five to ten minute walk with
ideas that flowed easily for them. So it’s time to re-evaluate what was done in the past
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and restructure our schools to provide new experiences that are not connected to their
devices.
The strategies and methods I employed in the program I developed are the focus of my
series entitled, “21st Century Skills.” It is designed to promote self-reliance and selfadvocacy in students so they are able to thrive in this rapidly changing world. This book
will focus on one of the most powerful tools I use in the classroom that guaranteed my
students maximize their performance in and out of school. The rocked Covid because
they could tap into their innate ability to solve challenges.
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The Question-Essential 21st Century Skill
Over the years, administrators would often comment on how engaged my students were
whenever they came into observe my class. It didn’t matter if they dropped in or they
came for a formal evaluation. At the time, I didn’t think I was doing anything
tremendously different. I was just being me. I am not an entertainer or do anything out of
the ordinary. I do crack jokes and have been known to throw myself on the floor to model
how ridiculous a hissy fit looks and how it won’t solve a problem. I do help them tap into
how they learn, determine what executive skills they need to develop, and teach them
how to maximize their use of time and how to manage their materials.
There is, however, one strategy that was pointed out to me by a peer that I think is the
real secret. It has helped students get the support they need to become self-reliant and
powerful self-advocates. When I began using it, there wasn’t research or the functional
MRI to prove the reasons behind the method’s effectiveness and why my students were
so engaged. As time passed, the PET scans used in neuroscience research demonstrated
why this strategy is so powerful and creates engagement. I’ll be sharing that in this book.
What was my secret strategy? Well, it is a strategy used by Edison and Einstein that
unlocked their brilliance.
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It’s the question.
Questions were the key game changer in my class and
allowed my students to work smarter instead of harder?
It motivated them to stay engaged? With the technology
hijacking their attention, this is the greatest challenge facing
students.
It encouraged my students to shift from passive listeners to
active ones? When students passively listen in class, the
information never goes past the conscious level of learning.
Active listeners store more information holistically, consequently they retain it longer.
Questions most certainly proved to be the perfect cure for confabulation?
The students’ questions guaranteed effective instruction, resulting in spending less time
on topics while they retain more.
Because the question accomplishes so much, students need to develop the ability to
perfect the art of asking empowering questions. It will become the most powerful tool
available to them to learn more, remember more, stay engaged, and require less
reteaching, grow into productive citizens of the world, while solving yet unsolved
problems.
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Why would questions bring about such dramatic changes in classroom behavior and
contribute to their future success? They are the gateway to the mind and the beginning
of a path to finding solutions. Researchers always begin with questions for which they
hope to find the answers. Questions are the brain’s guidance system. Neuroscience has
made it clear that questions hold more power than most people realize.
Questions are so powerful to learning and problem solving that they warrant direct
instruction, but little attention is given to them. Questions also lead to creative, innovative
ideas, and new inventions. The Polaroid camera was an answer to the creator’s child’s
question, “Daddy, why can’t we see our pictures right away?’
Einstein said, “If I only have an hour to solve a problem and
my life depended on it, I would spend the first 55 minutes
thinking about the right question to ask. Once I knew the right
question, I could solve the problem in 5 minutes.”
Yet, we don’t offer students time to think about things long
enough to generate powerful questions. The desire to get
through curriculum stifles questioning.
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#1 FEAR

Next to dying and public speaking, asking questions in class is the #1 universal fear of
students. FEARs are Feelings and Emotions that Appears Real, but aren’t. It is perceived
to be real to the individual until we can show them another way of looking at the fear and
replace it with a mindset that will serve them better.

****

Why Children Fear Asking Questions
Let’s examine the causes for this reluctance to ask? Over the past almost fifty years, I
have discovered at least six underlying reasons why students are afraid to ask questions in
or out of class.
Early childhood experiences - Passed to them by parents
Mixed messages from teachers
Personal experiences
Fear of being dropped from a class
Peer influenced
Peer of appearing dumb
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****

Parental Influences

The first place the fear develops is at a very young age. Children are natural question
askers. Just ask a parent of a two year old. They ask an average of 350 questions a day if
they are not stopped by an irritated adult. That’s what they do to build understanding of
what they are seeing, hearing, and feeling and the world around them. If children are
stopped from asking and feel irritation on the part of adults during the development of
this skill, they will stop asking.

My parents didn’t stop me from asking questions, but they
did model how I could use those questions to find answers
for myself. Whenever I asked a question they would
follow it with, “What do you think?” or “Why do you
ask?” I wanted answers, but this response made me stop
and think about my own thought process. It got to a point
when I didn’t need to ask them. I never stopped asking
questions, but I would eventually think about my own
questions, talk them out to myself, and eventually find my
own answers. I have found this tool helpful throughout
my life.
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The solution to helping children form a healthy view of questions, is to answer each of
their questions with, “What do you think?” or “Why do you ask? What are you thinking
about?” It is really interesting to hear what they say. We think they want us to answer
their questions, but in giving our answer before we hear their thinking, we are limiting
their view of the world to only our perceptions. Try it next time anyone asks you a
question. You might be surprised at what they say.
We need to help our children have faith in their own thinking. Valuing their observation
even if it doesn’t agree with what you would have said will teach them to be open to
others’ perspective. I have found it helpful to respond by saying, “That is an interesting
observation, I see it in a different way. It’s great that we see things differently.” If you feel
they are way off track, you can redirect them with questions to help them clarify their
thinking. There are times when a straight answer is needed to help them understand their
world. I just would use the straight answer in moderation.
****
We are in a time that is moving so fast that many parents find it
easier to give an answer. This parent is giving her son the answers
and that is why she is smiling. The answer may achieve peace in
her home and may quiet the child, but it isn’t teaching them how to
find the answers inside of themselves. We don’t want to rob
children of the true power of their questions. If we take the time to
allow for questions, redirect the question back to the children, and
help them explore how to satiate their own questioning without the
aide of anyone else or Google, we actually gain free time.

****
Another message the students get at home is directly related to their
parents own fears about their student’s performance. Prompted by
the fear that the schools are failing our children and the instruction
is not adequate, frustrated and concerned parents step in and help
by providing answers to questions. Instead, parents must
encourage their children to form questions that can be asked of the
teacher the next day, so clarity and understanding can be achieved
without the parent. This builds a wonderful working relationship
between the teacher and student and directly improves the delivery
of instruction. More growth occurs as a result.
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Something given is forgotten, while something discovered becomes a part of us.
****
Another reason for this fear is driven by parent’s own fears developed at a young age.
Many parents and fellow teachers feared asking questions in class themselves, so they
never thought to encourage their children to do so.

****
A Case of Mixed Messages
Students get mixed messages from
teachers. I have heard teachers say, “There
is no such thing as a dumb question,” and
then I hear a response that indicates the
opposite.
Students cue into these responses and
quickly learn not to ask in that class to
save themselves from ridicule.

********
It happened to me when I was taking a class with my very accelerated third
graders. I asked a fellow teacher to come in and teach them Latin. He encouraged the
students to ask questions. Since I knew nothing about Latin, I was eager to learn. One day
I made an observation. In an attempt to model questioning for clarification, I raised my
hand and asked, “I noticed that the sentences in Latin don’t start with a capital letter
unless they start with a proper noun. Am I correct?” I thought it was a great question,
until he let me know it wasn’t. The teacher responded with, “How many of you can
answer Ms. O’s questions?” All twenty-six children raised their hands. If I had been a
student, that would have cured me from ever asking a question again. His question
implied I wasn’t listening or I would know the information like the other children. Even
if he had been right, his response would have stopped me from ever asking again.
I had to model a good response to show the children how to overcome an
insensitive reply. I knew the reason for not knowing what they knew. I had a hard time
with the new sounds connected to letters, so I must have been concentrating on how he
had said a sentence and I missed the information related to my question. I asked, “I know
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I might have looked like I wasn’t listening, but I was focusing really hard on the sounds
the letters made and may not have heard what you said. Am I correct?”
This proved to be a valuable teaching moment and the topic of our next’s class
discussion. We talked about how I felt dumb when all the third graders knew the answer
and I didn’t. I emphasized that they cannot be attached to the response of anyone to their
questions, because they need to know the answers to them.
I reassured the class that he had not deliberately tried to embarrass me. But, I took
his response in a way that made me feel like he did. It wouldn’t matter how his response
made me feel. It was up to me advocate for myself.
*****

The Fear of Being Dropped From a Class

College students have expressed the fear of being dropped from a class if they ask
questions. This is a myth that thousands of graduate students share.
****
My daughters were taught to go to the office hours of teachers starting at age 5, so they
were accustomed to visiting college professors’ office hours. One professor shared how
my daughter’s questions changed his teaching. He thought his instruction was clear for 25
years, until she asked questions of him that indicated he hadn’t been. He felt he should
reteach the concept the next class session. As he taught it, he could see the light bulbs of
recognition in the students as he retaught it. At the end the session, he asked, “How many
of you found this session cleared up your understanding?” Most students raised their
hands. He asked how they were they able to complete the assignments? Some students
said they paid for private tutoring, while other’s relied on peer tutoring. Most of the
students agreed that the way he taught the concept the second time was clearer and some
of the tutors were incorrect. It baffled him why only one student came to office hours for
clarification. One brave student gave him the answer. “We had to be in the top 1% of our
graduating classes to get into this class. I thought if I asked questions you wouldn’t think
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I was qualified to be here.” He affirmed that questions are what he relied on to make sure
he was being clear and that his office hours were there for private clarification. They were
like FREE private tutoring. He also clarified how one person’s questions could make
instruction clearer for everyone, so ask in class.
My program’s goal was to get children comfortable asking questions of their teachers at a
young age, they would be the ones visiting the office hours. According to professors, it is
the most unused period of the day. This type of training can’t start in middle school or
above, it has to happen in kindergarten.

****

Sometimes teachers will demonstrate agitation and may angrily say, “That question was
already asked. You should have been listening.” It is important to listen to other’s
questions, so asking the same question a little differently will avoid this response. If it is
something a teacher says, the reply, “I was trying to make sense of what you said, and I
am still not clear. Can you explain it in a different way?” This will help the teacher
realize the instruction was still not clear, and get them to think about another way of
explaining the same information. There were days when I was asked to see something
eight to nine different ways until everyone felt they understood.

****
It is important for students to touch base with teachers if they feel they were being
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unfairly judged by their question. Students often respond to a look on the face of the
teacher and perceive the look as a reflection of how the teacher felt about the question
being asked.
I had a student who misinterpreted a look on my face. I love questions and am a huge
encourager of my students to ask them. When I heard that a student didn’t think I liked
him because he asked a question, I was shocked. After conferencing with him to clear up
the matter, it was clear that he was judging the expression on my face incorrectly at the
time he asked the question. I remember the day clearly. It was one of those days when I
should have stayed home, because I felt awful. Teachers will go to school when they are
under the weather because we don’t want our children missing anything and writing sub
plans is excruciating. I wasn’t feeling well when he asked a great question during social
studies. It was a thoughtful question that demonstrated his incredible depth of thinking.
However, my head was pounding and at the time he asked the question, I was also
thinking to myself, “Why did you come to school.” He assumed my expression was
directed to his question.
Ever since that event, I make sure that students know that my resting face looks angry
even if I am really happy. I ask them to not take my face personally when asking
questions.
****

Peer Perceptions
One college student explained that he wouldn’t ask
questions of one professor based on the opinions of
his friends who had taken the professor prior to him.
“They said he hates questions.”
After questioning the student, it was clear that the
professor was working under the assumption that the
students taking his class had just taken the
prerequisite, so the information should be fresh in their
minds. The truth was that most students had to wait up to three quarters before they could
get into his class, so the information was not fresh for them. I encouraged the student to
write an email to the professor stating that he had waited three quarters for the class. He
was to make it clear that he wanted to be sure how to be prepared for the class and asked
if he should review the book he had for his class or if he needed to get a different book.
To his surprise the professor asked the student to come to class the first day and introduce
himself so he could put a face with a name. Then he encouraged him to review the text he
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had for the class he took. By writing the email he was bringing to the attention of the
professor the reason many students might not have the knowledge he assumed they
would have and this directly changed the way he responded to questions.
If we change how we look at things, the things we look at change. The student
reported that the professor appeared to cater
to him the entire quarter and was very open
to the questions he asked. So peer perception
is not always accurate.

****

Peer Pressure
Students fear appearing dumb to fellow classmates, so they avoid asking questions.
Sometimes another student will make a snide comment another student’s question
because it was easy for them. We have to remind students that we all learn in different
ways and they may need a different approach. It’s important to point out that children
who are showing off are just trying to make themselves feel better. It’s okay that other’s
know what we don’t know, but it isn’t okay to ridicule other’s for not knowing.

Over Coming the Fear
Now that we understand why they might have the fear, we need to examine how to
unlock that fear, so they can become powerful question askers.
Helping students reframe the story they have told themselves will help them be open to
asking.
The following is the questioning process that I go through with my students that helps
them see how powerful their questions can be to them.
Teacher/Parent: I want you to think of a time when someone asked a question in class.
Raise your hand if you were happy they asked it.
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Most children raised their hands.
“Why were you happy that they asked it?”
Most students will state they were happy because they, too, had the same question.
“Did you think they were dumb for asking the question?”
“No, because I had the same question but was afraid to ask it.”
“So, you didn’t think they were dumb for asking the question, because it was the same
one you had? Am I correct?”
“Yes.”
“Okay, So, let me clear this up. Someone asked a question and you were glad they did,
because it was the same one you had and you didn’t think they were dumb.
So my question is, why would you think they would think you are dumb if you asked a
question that they might have?"
“The truth is, there are classmates who will have the same questions you have and will be
afraid you asked it, so you are doing them a favor by asking.
Even if you are the only one who has a question, it still needs to be asked. There are
reasons you might not know what others in the class know. I will be sharing why your
questions are so important to me and to you, and why you might not know what others
know, so you can feel comfortable asking them. “
****
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Reasons to Ask
The first myth I have to clear up with students is that teachers are
not mind readers. Asking questions takes the guesswork out of
teaching for them. Teachers don’t know what their students don’t
know until the students let them know what they don’t know.
Teachers don’t want to teach children what they already know,
because it would be boring. They want to teach them what they
don’t know.
There are many ways to explain concepts, but if the teacher uses one and it appears to be
effective, they won’t try another. It is the questions students ask that help teachers clarify
the most effective way to deliver information to each unique class of students. Each class
presents a need to teach differently, depending on the students prior knowledge and
learning styles. When students ask questions they help the teaching zero in and simplify
delivery. It helps them differentiate instruction.
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How to Encourage Questions
I wanted the students to be more motivated to ask questions in class, so I needed to
appeal to how it would benefit them. I did a little reverse instruction with them to take the
guesswork out of how to maximize my instruction.
I wanted them to interact with the material on a deeper level, so I asked if they wanted
their homework to take them an hour or 20 minutes. Of course, they opted for the 20
minutes. To make that possible I enlisted their help by having them look at their
homework “as if” they were going to do it right away and determine what they didn’t
understand.
Then I asked them to write their questions down and the instruction was driven by their
questions. My instruction met their unique needs, and they were engaged the whole time.
They quickly realized if they listened to all questions, not just their own, their homework
became even easier.
To emphasize the importance of getting all their questions
asked before they left class, I shared my nuts and bolts
story.

I told the story of the day I went to the store to buy a bookcase. I traveled 20
minutes to get to the store, 20 minutes looking for the right bookcase that I could
put together. I casually glanced at the directions in much the same way they would
have previously looked at assignments and projects. It looked easy enough to put
together. Then I waited in line15 minutes, and drove 20 minutes back home. I
arrived home, changed my clothes, and proceeded to place all the pieces on the
floor to put it together. I read the first direction. “Bolt part B into part A.” I looked
for bolts and found none. Then I read the directions carefully, (like I should have in
the store) and in small print it said, “Nuts and bolts not included.” I had to get
dressed, go back to the store, find the screws, and return home. It took me an hour
more than if I had read the directions in the store as if I was going to put it together
right away. I could had bought the screws on the same trip. Next time, I will read
all directions “as if” so I come home with everything I need to complete the task.
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I want each student to leave the nuts and bolts of their assignments and projects. By
reading the questions "as if” they are going to do it right away, they will find what they
don’t know. And if they come across something they didn’t ask about, they can come to
school the next day with really good questions to ask for clarification.
There are some teachers who feel giving the answers is helping them. I don’t actually
give them the answers. I offer strategies that the students can use when they are along to
figure it out on their own. These strategies serve them for entire life.
Even if I gave them the answer in class, they wouldn’t remember the solutions for the
problem if they didn’t understand the concept. The homework gives them an opportunity
to discover if they needed to ask for more nuts and bolts the next day. Their questions
made the work easier to complete, because it gave them a reason to ask questions and
seek the answers, which resulted in full engagement. Because they wanted answers to
their questions we were also able to move through curriculum much faster with greater
retention.
The side benefit was parents didn’t have to participate in homework. When children ask
about assignments, they listened differently and retained more.
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****

Neuroscience Education is Powerful
Questions are the gateway to unlimited answers hidden in the
subconscious mind. Understanding how the brain functions,
forms memories, and retrieves information provides another
motivator for asking questions. The brain is looking for direction
from all of us to help solve challenges we face.
Dr. Andreasen; neuroscientist, rediscovered the peculiar patterns
of electrical energy by the idling brain. She described the activity of the brain at rest
resulting in random episodic silent thinking. It proved that the mind that seemed to be at
rest, was in fact very busy. In Leonard Mlodinow’s book Elastic, he describes the
incredible activity that goes on between many structures in the brain when it appears to
be at rest. “Reverting to the inner selves, the neural networks of our elastic thought can
rummage around the huge database of knowledge, memories, and feelings that are stored
in the brain, combining concepts that we normally would not put together, and noting
connections that answer our questions. That’s why the resting, daydreaming, and other
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quiet activities such as taking a walk can be powerful ways to generate ideas.” A great
time to ask questions to solve big problems is right before bed.
The statement, “Seek and ye shall find,” is a basic neuroscience principles. As a question,
quiet the mind, and the answers will come. As students form questions to ask the teacher
about what they don’t understand, they are beginning the process of finding the answers.
Going for a walk or taking a quick catnap will often help them find the answer
themselves.

****

Activating the RAS
To be more specific, those seeking
answers to questions are actually
activating their brain’s Reticular
Activation System. Its job is to filter into
our conscious awareness things held in
our subconscious, that will help answer
the questions. Neuroscience has proven
that our brains are designed to find
answers. Our brains are taking in
information all the time and we are not
even aware of it, because it is at a subconscious level. Questions are the guidance system
and refines the brain’s search of the subconscious mind for answers.
Think about the engagement of a student who is watching a lesson and is confused and
forms a question for clarification. What is he or she going to do when the answer is
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revealed? They are listening, and not only listening, but actively and intently. We all want
the answers to our own questions.

This is the golden key to unlocking active participation
and full engagement.

****

Neurons

Every memory we make is connected by a set of neurons. Questions tell the brain that the
information is important and results in stronger neural connections related to the
information. I go more deeply into how to maximize the use of our brains in my
presentation 7 Secrets About the Brain Every Student Should Know.
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****

Give Them an Out
I found it important to give students several reasons why they might not know something
that classmates do know, so they don’t feel dumb.
One reason is they might have been on vacation when the concept
was taught. Not being in class is a perfect reason for not knowing
what the rest of the class would know.

They might have been concentrating on one thing said, and missed it the next bit of
information. We can’t be on 100% of the time.
They might have been sick when it was taught.
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They might have had a fight during recess and they couldn’t concentrate.

They might have been in the bathroom when it was
covered or said. In my 7 secretes about teachers every
student should know, I touch on the fact that teachers
don’t pause instruction every time a student goes to the
bathroom. So there is big chance they could have missed
a lot.

The brain has a wonderful way of making space for new memories to be
stored, in my 7 Secrets About the Brain Every Student Needs to Know I go
into greater detail about how the brain forms memories, stores them, and
cleans out old memories that are not crucial for survival to make room for
new ones. Dendrites help the neurons transmit information. The brain
prunes old dendrites that are not being used to make more room for new
memories, and that could be the reason a student has forgotten a concept.
Pruning can begin the minute a students walks through the threshold of a classroom,
because that is an indicator that the brain is going to experience something new. If they
didn’t think the information was very important for retaining the information when they
were first learning it and didn’t ask questions, it will not be as easy to retrieve the
information later on. Asking questions actually creates a stronger neural connection that
lasts longer. They can use the excuse that their dendrites might have pruned around the
concept to help them save face because they don’t remember.

When under pressure to perform, students can forget prior
knowledge. The fear of not knowing an answer will set of the stress
response that drains the blood from the pre-fontal cortex and makes
it difficult to retrieve prior knowledge. If they relax, they will slow
their heart rate, and give their brain time to find the answer. If they
became frustrated during instruction, it is possible that the stress
would be the reason they don’t remember concepts. They can say, “I
think I was stressed when we learned this and can’t remember what
you said. Could you explain it again?”

Another reason students may not know something that others do, is due to the fact that
even though teachers are all following the same curriculum, they don’t all cover the same
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material each year. Because each class is different from year to year, there are some years
I get further in the curriculum than in prior years. Even tough teachers collaborate and try
to cover the same topics, they may deliver the material in different ways that stick with
some students better than other teachers. The third grade teachers don’t know what each
of the second grade teachers covered, and so it is possible that a third grade teacher will
expect a certain amount of prior knowledge from students that the second grade teacher
never covered. It is also possible that two of the second grade teachers did cover the
material. When children come into a new class or are from different schools they may not
have the same background and therefore need to ask, even if their classmates may appear
to understand something they don’t. Not knowing is not a sign of not being smart, it just
means they have to ask questions. They can always say, “I don’t think my teacher
covered this last year.” If others students were in the same class and say, “Yes, she did.”
The student’s reply could be, “I must have been out sick.”

****

Negative Responses

Even with all these reasons to make them comfortable asking, students need support with
how to handle the possible negative responses they may experience. I have experienced a
few myself. So preparing them with how to counter a negative response will empower
them to get their needs met each time no matter the response.
Students may hear, “If you were listening, you would know the answer.” Having a
counter will empower your students, “I know it might look like I wasn’t listening, but I
was trying to make sense of what you had just said and lost you. Could you clarify my
thinking?”
They may hear, “I just answered that question.” “I heard the question, but I still am
confused.” They need to be taught to rephrase the question. Or they can say, this may
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have been asked already, but I was concentrating on what you were saying and may have
missed it.”
One boy did say that he wasn’t glad that his classmate asked a question but only because
the teacher’s response was so cruel that he was glad he didn’t ask it himself. I suggested
that he could have supported his classmate by raising his hand and letting the teacher
know he also had the same question. He wasn’t comfortable with doing it in class, but
agreed to try it during office hours. We rehearsed what he would say and discussed every
possible response he would receive with counters for each of them. Rehearsing what to
say is important for dealing with challenging teachers. My book, Homework Solutions
for Weary Students and Their Parents, offers different ways to ask for support.
Teachers are human and sometimes they will respond to the question because they are
like anyone else. They get frustrated when they think they are being clear. When a teacher
shows frustration, students can privately meet with the teacher to find out why the
question was upsetting.
****

****

A Cure for Confabulation

What do you see in this picture? If you said you saw a right triangle, you would be
incorrect. This demonstrates how the brain confabulates. Confabulation is what our brain
wants to do and is doing it constantly. It is putting bits and pieces of information together
and trying to make sense of it. It filled in the spaces that broke up the figure, so you could
assume it was a triangle. If this were on a test, the answer triangle would have been
wrong, because a right triangle consists of three acute, formed by three straight lines. Our
brains couldn’t see the break in the lines, because it filled in the missing pieces, so it
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could quickly make sense of the picture. It’s what happens at an accident. Each witness
puts the information together differently. Asking for clarification will assure students that
they are not confabulating in a way that will impact their performance.
****
How students can all confabulate in different ways
is best demonstrated by looking at my family. I have
three sisters. Two of whom are close to my age.
The third sister is considerably younger and
therefore would not remember the events in our
home at all, but my other two were a part of the
weekly visits to our grandmother’s house for our
family dinner. We ate at the same dinner table with
our uncles, aunts, and cousins. We rode in the same
car, heard the same stories, and heard and sang the
same songs, but to hear us retell the stories and sing
the songs, you would think we were from three
different events. We have three different versions of
“While standing in the bathtub” song. Our mother’s
song was the original and it was totally different
from the three of us.
It is not hard to see that thirty-five students could all be receiving the same information in
35 different ways. So, teaching them to ask questions for clarification is very important.

****

How Can Teachers Support Questioning
Teachers need to set the stage for valuing all questions. Because we all see things
differently, it becomes clear that another person’s question is more important than our
own. It’s because other students may think of something we didn’t think to ask.
In relationship to doing homework, classmates’ questions could save time. I cautioned my
class each year to think about not unfairly judging other’s questions. Instead, they were
instructed to think about the questions asked by others and consider how they would
answer it. They were asked to listen for the answer to check to see if they were correct. I
warned them that those who don’t listen and check their own thinking often make big
mistakes on tests. It became a common practice to hear students thank the question
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asker ,because their question helped them make sure they were understanding the concept
correctly and not confabulating.
As I stated earlier, I always answer a question with a
question that will help students learn how to find
answers independently. After the student responds to my
reverting the question back to them, I encourage other
students to share their thinking regarding the question.
As educators, we need to help students recognize that
there are multiple ways of solving a problem. Our
perspectives can change if we are willing to be open to
others questions and opinions.
Recognizing that everyone confabulates differently, will
make it okay to ask questions that seem obvious to others, but not to them. When they see
the assignment through the eyes of their classmates, it improves the way they look at
everything. Once we look through other’s lenses we are forever changed.
****

When Should Students Ask?

Neuroscientists have proven that students who ask questions before they learn a subject
retain more of what they learn. So reading the questions first, and asking for clarification
as the instruction is given will help them retain more information. High school and
college students who read the questions at the end of the chapter of the chapter they will
be studying before the lecture, will improve their focus and retention of the lecture
because the brain is looking for the answers. They will be working with a primed brain
that wants to find the answers. This process directly improves comprehension. Our
mantra in class was, “Read the questions first.” If there aren’t any, encourage students to
create some based on captions, titles, and pictures provided.
Math word problems become much easier to solve when students read three times aloud.
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The first time is to get a feel for the question. The second read
time is to emphasize key words and highlight them and identify
what the question is. Once we understand what we are looking
for, the third read is to look for the parts of the problem that
have the data we will need to solve the problem. Reading the
problem aloud, slows down the reading and doesn’t allow for
confabulation. If students read the problems silently, they can
jump to conclusions and make mistakes that would have been avoided had they read the
question
aloud.
There are many times when questions support our
learning:
•Thinking of questions before reading
As I stated earlier, reading the questions before reading a
chapter or story will help the brain know what to focus
upon. If there aren’t questions provided, forming ones
using the clues of chapter titles, captions, and pictures will
also accomplish more focused attention while reading, resulting in better
comprehension.

•
•

During instruction
It prevents the he teacher from going deeper into the material before a firm
foundational and understanding are achieved.

•

When challenges arise during homework
When completing the homework, students may find they didn’t ask enough
questions in class and need to form new ones to ask the teacher the next
day. Ironically, in the asking, the answer often surfaces for the student.
•After receiving graded work or tests
The assignments cue students to what they really understood and
what was unclear. After reviewing graded work, students need to ask
for clarification. Understanding where they confabulated will help
strengthen understanding and build a stronger memory around the
errors.

SEMESTER
REPORT
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• As soon as they receive a project during project process
Students need to look at projects the day they are assigned and form as many questions as
possible before they begin the project. Too many students wait to the last minute and are
unable to complete the project properly because of unanswered questions. I go into this
topic in more depth in my seminar on “Backwards Planning: The Cure for
Procrastination.”
During the report process, students need to touch base with instructions to ask if
their project is on the right track. At that time, the teachers will tell them if they
are missing concepts or if they need to rework a portion. Or better yet, tell them
where they were on the right track.
•

When they have not been in the class during instruction.
When students go to the bathroom or know they will be out because of a planned
vacation, they need to ask questions about what they missed. Having a study
buddy is really helpful who can share notes when students are absent.
****
As mentioned earlier, I encouraged my children to use office hours. My daughter
had taken an AP psychology class in high school. She received an “A” on a
research paper. In her freshman year of college, she felt it would be best to take the
equivalent class to make sure she had a firm foundation. The professor assigned a
paper on the topic as her high school paper. She knew to get feedback before the
paper was to be turned in because it gave her a window into what the teacher was
looking for in his/her class.
I received a very upset call from her when she got the paper back. It was riddled
with red marks. Her first reaction was that it indicated she didn’t belong in that
college. What she discovered was, the professor handed her an “A” according to
his standards, not the high school standards. She made the edits he suggested and
learned a lot from the red marks.
I always felt that having students turn in papers to see if they were on the right
track got them to look at the corrections. If they turned in the paper without asking
for this support, they most likely would have looked at a “C or D” paper and
thrown it in the trash, while not looking at all the comments the instructor made.
That is a true waste of an instructor's time. By getting the “C” paper before it is
due focuses the student on learning where they made mistakes.
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***

Establishing Ground Rules
I ask the class to work in groups to set up a set of rules to keep in mind whenever anyone
asks a question. The following are ones they have come up with:
1. Respect each person’s question, even if you think you know the answer.
2. Listen to each person’s question, because it might be something you didn’t think of
asking.
3. Only positive comments can be made regrading the question.
4. You can ask for clarification about a person’s question, by reframing the question.
For instance, “I think you are asking this, am I correct?”
5. Think about how you would answer the question.
6. Thank classmates for asking the question, since it will help us check our thinking.
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We can get our children on the road to success and help them become resilient by
overcoming the fear of asking questions and learning how to utilize them to help them
become empowered problem solvers.

Questions are tools to explore and investigate. They can lead to action and great
innovations. They can help you get to know people better and become a more engaged
companion. The best questions are not what we find in Google. Great questions are ones
that cause us to reflect and create something new. Our students need to know the power
of their questions. With the power of the question, they will become powerful changers of
our future.
****

A Tribute to My Mentor

A good question can lead to creating positive change.
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This is my dad. He was the best teacher of how to be a powerful change maker by
answering questions. It was such a question that resulted in his influencing the way
products were sold in stores.
In the 40’s, shoppers had to go to different stores to get what they needed for a week.
They had to go to the grocery store for their canned and boxed goods, a produce store for
fruits and vegetables, a hardware store for tools, a department store for clothing and
undergarments, a pharmacy for medicines, and a convenience store for pots and pans,
sewing items, and other necessities.
My dad was approached by a friend who had acquired a FREE container of irregular
nylons. He had to figure out how to sell them. He didn’t, however, know how to tap into
his own ability to solve challenges, so, knowing that my father could sell ice cubes to
eskimos, he approached to be his partner.
He asked my father, “How can we sell these nylons?”

That question was a huge game changer.
My father came up with two questions:
How can I sell the nylons?
How can we make them easily accessible to women who wore them everyday?
At the time, women were still in the jobs they took over for men when the men went off
to war. He knew they were tired after a day of work and it would benefit them if they
could get their nylons at the grocery store where they shopped. This was out of the box
thinking.
He had already persuaded the Stater Brothers to carry pots and pans. So he approached
them to sell the nylons. They agreed to provide him a paid spot, so my dad set out to
build the display case. He deliverer it the next week filled with affordably priced nylons.
At the end of the week, he received a call from one of the brothers, “The women are
buying three and four packages at a time. You don’t have to rent the space, just keep it
filled.”
The next year my mom gave birth to my older sister. One night she was complaining
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about having to replace the diaper pins and the plastic pants so often. He knew mothers
were in need of the same convenience as the working mom, so he approached the
brothers again, and they were eager to take on his new idea. He followed with more
product such as teething rings and baby rattles. Before long he had one section of the
aisle dedicated to over 30 items that included men and women’s undergarments. He even
persuaded the brothers to allow Coats and Clarks needle and thread company to bring in
their products.
Fast forward to 1980’s and my father’s concept grew into the one-stop shopping concept
of The Treasury and Gemco. It all started with a question.

